AMARE GLOBAL INCOME DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
WAYS TO PARTICIPATE IN AMARE
There are two ways to join Amare:

Join as a Customer

5:1

and purchase the product for your household and personal use.

Join as a Member

and after completing a one-time initial signup form and paying a fee of $69.95, you can
participate in building an Amare business and get paid with Amare’s compensation
plan. Only Members may sell Amare products and earn compensation.

Currently, the ratio is nearly five
Customers to one Member. Customers
and Members enjoy discounted
products at the same price.

BUILDING AN AMARE BUSINESS
Becoming an Amare Member and building your own personal Amare business is a flexible opportunity to potentially earn supplementary
income. Amare Members who choose to build an Amare business create their own schedule, determine their own level of effort, and are
responsible for their own personal level of success.
Percentage of Members
by Rank1

Monthly
Average Compensation2

Wellness Partner

86.35%

$25.04

One Heart

5.76%

$47.90

Two Heart

2.81%

$186.63

Three Heart

2.15%

$317.12

Bronze

1.49%

$563.87

Silver

0.65%

$1,179.65

Gold

0.30%

$2,341.66

Platinum

0.14%

$3,107.40

Leader

0.15%

$4,854.55

Senior Leader

0.04%

$6,487.96

Executive Leader

0.02%

$9,189.35

Servant Leader

0.03%

$16,716.47

4-Heart Servant Leader

0.01%

$26,136.82

5-Heart Servant Leader

0.03%

$53,002.05

Commission Earned
Ranges

Monthly Average
Earnings by Range3

Percent of
Compensation
Earners by Range4

$0.01 - $200

$48.27

58.88%

$201 - $500

$301.32

21.42%

$501 - $2,000

$937.94

15.58%

$2,001 - $5,000

$3,016.91

2.85%

$5,001 - $10,000

$6,615.83

0.65%

$10,001 - $20,000

$13,842.02

0.35%

$20,001 - $40,000

$30,855.23

0.15%

$40,000+

$62,781.56

0.12%

Qualified Rank

On average, income for all active1 Members which includes
the ranks of Wellness Partner through 5-Heart Servant
Leader was $71.47 monthly. The average income for all
qualifying Members2 which includes the ranks of Wellness
Partner through 5-Heart Servant Leader was $538.61 monthly.
Members must meet all bonus qualification requirements
when earning bonuses from the Amare Compensation
Plan. There are Members who never generate sales and
thus never qualify to earn money. Generating meaningful
compensation requires considerable time investment,
work, effort, commitment, personal skill, and market
conditions. Amare does not guarantee any compensation
or financial success, and results will vary widely as no
two businesses are alike. This is not a “get rich quick”
or guaranteed endeavor. Just like building any business,
there are many factors that contribute to building a
successful Amare business.
The income statistics in this statement include all
Members who were active from May 2021 - April 2022. This
statement includes global income converted into USD.
Total monthly income was calculated by adding all weekly
commission periods starting during a given calendar month,
plus the monthly commissions earned for that PV month.
Compensation summarized in this disclosure does not
include expenses incurred by Members in the operation or
promotion of their business. Expenses may include, and are
not limited to, advertising or promotional expenses, product
samples, training, rent, travel, telephone and internet costs,
and other miscellaneous expenses.
1 The Percentage of Members by Rank is calculated by taking the average number of
Members qualified at each rank and dividing that by the total number of active Members for
each calendar month and then combining that to calculate an overall average for the year.
An “active” Member is one that has purchased at least one product in the last 12 months.
2 The Monthly Average Compensation is calculated by taking the average earnings by
rank for each calendar month based on all active Members that earned a commission
for that month and combining that to calculate an overall average for the year. A
“qualifiying Member” is a Member who has at least 100 Personal Volume generated by
sales to Customers and personal orders in a given month which qualifies them to earn
compensation.
3 The Monthly Average Earnings by Range is calculated by taking the average earnings of
all commission active Members for each calendar month and then using that to calculate
the average for the year.
4 The Percentage of Commission Earners by Range is calculated by taking the number of
earners within each range for each calendar month and dividing that by the total number of
Members earning compensation in that range and using that to calculate the average for
the year.
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